
 

 

 

Zwift Performance Verification Board 
Decision 

(out of respect for a request made by the rider’s coach, some of the rider’s performance data and communications 
that are not already in the public domain have been redacted from the published version of this decision) 

 

 
 
 
 

Case Number: 2022-01 

Name: Julia Schallau 
 

Event: Zwift Racing League (Season 1 & 2) – Women’s Races 

Date: September 2021 – January 2022 

Details: 

 
Background – Initial Decision 
 

1. In the Zwift Performance Verification Board decision “0253 – Schallau”, dated 17th November 2021, the Board 
decided to annul a result of the above named rider.  This sanction applied to a single race in the Zwift Racing 
League held on 8th November 2021 during which the rider had recorded an average normalized power output 
of 5.59 W/kg for over 45 minutes.  The Board decided that it was significantly more likely than not that the 
power recorded by their trainer and used in-game did not match the actual power produced by the rider. 
 

2. The substantive rationale for that decision was that the rider’s performance in that one race was: 
 

a. Relatively, an approximately 20% improvement in their performance from the Zwift Racing 
League race they had competed in the week before.  This is not physically possible from 
improvements in the rider’s underlying physiology in that time period. 
 

b. Absolutely, only possible for someone with a VO2 max of over 80 mL/kg/min.  This would put the 
rider’s VO2 max score as being the one of the highest ever recorded by any female athlete, in any 
sport, in history – and there was no evidence from the rider’s real-world performances as an 
amateur cyclist and triathlete that this was the case. 

 

3. In the decision, the Board gave the benefit of the doubt to the rider and concluded that, rather than this being 
an attempt to “cheat”, they had just made an accidental error when calibrating their equipment.  As such, a 
Tier 1 sanction (“No Intent to Gain an Advantage”) was applied – the riders result for that one race was 
annulled and no further action taken. 

 
Background – Laboratory Test 

 

4. During the investigation of decision 0253, the rider and their coach informally protested that the performance 
was genuine, and no calibration error had been made. 

 

5. In the spirit of continuing to give the rider the benefit of the doubt, as part of the decision the Board 
therefore offered them the opportunity to provide evidence that the rider was capable of such a 
performance.  They were requested to perform an independent laboratory test (at a facility of their choosing) 
to provide a reliable third party view of their physiology.  Further, Zwift offered to reverse the decision to 
annul their result, and additionally reimburse the cost of doing the test, if the test showed that the rider was 
physically capable of the performance delivered. 

 

6. On December 2nd 2021, the rider performed such a test, and provided a short summary to the Board.  The 
summary concluded that the rider had an anaerobic threshold of X.XX W/kg which is very significantly below 
the performance they recorded on Zwift.  Instead, it was suggested that some other factor, such as the rider’s 
low cadence (approx. 60-70 rpm), or longer than usual crank length (175.0mm) might be responsible for their 
recorded sustained power output of 5.59 W/kg – but no evidence was provided to back these suggestions up. 

 

7. The Board requested the raw data from the laboratory test to allow Zwift to analyse it further, but this was 
not then provided by the rider or coach.  As a result, decision 0253 made by the Board to annul the rider’s 
result in the 8th November 2021 race stood. 

 



 

 

 
Further Performances 
 
8. Following the annulment of the rider’s result in the Zwift Racing League on 8th November 2021, and their 

failure to replicate the power levels delivered in that race when formally tested in a laboratory, the rider and 
their coach continued to informally protest that their performances were genuine.   
 

9. The Board has therefore re-examined all of the rider’s performances since joining Zwift in October 2020.  The 
following table (with power values also charted below) show the rider’s best performance in each month in 
races lasting between approximately 30 and 60 minutes (i.e. not including sprint or endurance events). 

 

Date Race Name Duration 
(min:sec) 

Normalized 
Power (W/kg) 

Avg HR 
(bpm) 

Max HR 
(bpm) 

30-Nov-20 Forte Race Series 30:01 4.50 189 195 

20-Dec-20 SZR Winter Series 42:58 4.38 191 202 

14-Jan-21 WTRL Team Time Trial 43:06 4.59 186 198 

16-Feb-21 WTRL ZRL 60:02 4.49 186 203 

5-Mar-21 WTRL ZRL 47:58 4.56 189 205 

20-Apr-21 ZRL Premier Division 52:02 4.54 189 205 

20-May-21 WTRL ZRL 39:40 4.85 192 201 

30-Jun-21 SZR Summer Crit 38:38 4.91 184 199 

29-Jul-21 WTRL Team Time Trial 45:21 5.22 181 197 

27-Aug-21 Herd Summer League 78:38 5.13 177 197 

20-Sep-21 DBR Monday Race 35:48 5.53 182 204 

4-Oct-21 DBR Monday Race 37:53 5.51 172 201 

8-Nov-21 ZRL Premier Division 45:39 5.59 194 203 

7-Dec-21 Tour de Sportsolid 29:28 6.00 180 202 

13-Jan-22 WTRL Team Time Trial 36:18 5.75 172 188 

 

    
 

10. Notably, for the first 6 months of the rider’s time racing on Zwift, their maximum performance was 
consistently approx. 4.5 W/kg with an average heart rate of approx. 190, and peak heart rate of approx. 200.  
This is also consistent with their independent laboratory test showing their lactate threshold to be X.XX W/kg. 
 
From May 2020 onwards however, the rider’s maximum performance rapidly increased at an average rate of 
approx. 5% improvement per month, every month, for the next 8 months (a total improvement of approx. 
35%), still at an average heart rate of approx. 190, and peak heart rate of approx. 200. 
 
In January 2022, their peak performance dropped slightly, but corresponded with a much lower heart rate, 
suggesting that their recorded best average power output of 5.75 W/kg for over 30min was sub-maximal. 

 



 

 

Summary 
 
11. Having re-reviewed the rider’s historic performances in detail, The Board continues to stand by its original 

conclusions that: 
 

a. Relatively, the rate of improvement shown by the athlete (approx. 35% over 8 months) is beyond the 

realms of human physiology. 
 

b. Absolutely, the performances delivered by the athlete (approx. 30 mins at 6.0 W/kg) are beyond the 

realms of human physiology. 

 
12. However, having extensively given the rider the benefit of the doubt in the past, now due to the ongoing and 

consistent nature of their performances, the evidence no longer supports the conclusion that this is the result 
of an accidental error when calibrating their equipment. 

 
 

Decision: 

• The Performance Verification Board consider that it is beyond reasonable doubt that the rider’s performances 
are not genuine, and are instead consistent with deliberate actions over a sustained period to falsify results. 
 

• Pursuant to Appendix B of the Zwift Cycling Esports Rules and Regulations, the Board has therefore decided 
that a Tier 3 sanction (“Bringing the sport into disrepute”) shall be applied, and the rider shall receive a six 
month suspension from all events held under the Zwift Cycling Esports Rules and Regulations.   

 

This suspension shall run from the date of this decision, 20 January 2022, to 19 July 2022 inclusive. 
 

• Additionally, the Board has decided that the rider shall be retrospectively disqualified from the results of all 
events held on Zwift from May 2021 onwards – the date from which their performances first started to 
exceed their independent laboratory tested physiology.   
 
The rider may continue to use Zwift to train and race in community level rides and events, but their results 
shall not count towards any rankings (including, but not limited to, those on ZwiftPower), or be eligible for 
consideration towards any competitions or prizes, until after the above six month suspension has elapsed.   
 

Following the end of the suspension, the above sanctions will be lifted, subject to taking a further 
independent laboratory test (at their own expense), and submitting the results to Zwift. 
 

• If, within 1 month of the issuing of this decision, the rider can perform an independent laboratory test & anti-
doping test to the satisfaction of Zwift that shows that they are naturally physiologically capable of producing 
the results they have recorded on Zwift (including, but not limited to, an average power output of 6.0 W/kg 
for 30 mins), the Board will happily reverse its decision, reinstate the rider’s results, and additionally 
reimburse the rider for the cost of the tests. 
 

• The rider should note that as part of Zwift’s commitment to transparency around significant sanctions, this 
decision will be published on the Zwift website alongside the Esports Rules and Regulations.  Whilst Zwift does 
not normally actively publicise individual sanctions beyond putting them on the website, the rider should be 
aware that it is likely that the media and/or wider racing community may view it, and therefore should expect 
increased public scrutiny of their performances and behaviour. 

 
 

Signature: 

 
Name: Dr George Gilbert 

Chair, Zwift Cycling Esports Commission 

Date: 20 January 2022 
 


